When I visited KN Chest Hospital, I found that there was a camp running for silicosis testing for mining labor. But 'Nimucosis Board' denied to get examine of all presented symptomatic after passing some time due to lack of Proper paper formalities (Forum B) with them. Then all symptomatic, approx 80 of them opposed of that prompt demand, which had been asked by board. All symptomatic and socialist accumulated one particular place & reached at 'District Mining Office Jodhpur 'in form of rally. All were aggressive mode & remained there entire day & tried to meet concerning 'Departmental Director', But at last they could not meet them. Both NGOs partner facilitated during all process & played vital role. Then after they forwarded their demand as fax to concerning directorate (Jaipur) for effective follow up & entrusted their complain cum demand letter to related in charge of that office. When they didn't get any satisfactory response as per their expectation, then they visited office of 'Jodhpur Constituency MLA' Mr. Kailash Bhansali & put their issues before him. MLA heard carefully & assured to deliver the issue at upper level & will take necessary action against responsible authority. He appreciated & pleased to see mining labor in unite way